Novel simian immunodeficiency virus CTL epitopes restricted by MHC class I molecule Mamu-B*01 are highly conserved for long term in DNA/MVA-vaccinated, SHIV-challenged rhesus macaques.
Simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) infection of rhesus macaques provides an excellent model for investigating the basis of protective immunity against human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). One limitation of this model, however, has been the availability of a small number of known MHC class I-restricted CTL epitopes for investigating virus-specific immune responses. We assessed CTL responses against SIV Gag in a cohort of DNA/modified vaccinia virus Ankara (MVA)-vaccinated/simian-human immunodeficiency virus (SHIV)-challenged rhesus macaques. Here, we report the identification of five novel SIV CTL epitopes in Gag for the first time (Gag(39-46) NELDRFGL, Gag(169-177) EVVPGFQAL, Gag(198-206) AAMQIIRDI, Gag(257-265) IPVGNIYRR and Gag(296-305) SYVDRFYKSL) that are restricted by the common MHC class I molecule Mamu-B*01. CTL responses to these epitopes were readily detected in cryopreserved PBMC in multiple animals up to 62 weeks post-infection, both by IFN-gamma enzyme-linked immunospot assay and intracellular IFN-gamma staining. Importantly, viral sequencing results revealed that these epitopes are highly conserved in the SIV-challenged macaques over a long period of time, indicating functional constraints in these regions. Moreover, the presence of CTL responses targeting these epitopes has been confirmed in two independent cohorts of rhesus macaques that have been challenged by SHIV or SIV. Our findings provide valuable candidates for poly-epitope vaccines and for long-term quantitative monitoring of epitope-specific CD8(+) responses in the context of this common Mamu class I allele. It may thus help increase the supply of rhesus macaques in which epitope-specific immunity can be studied in the context of SIV vaccine design.